b) This point applies to the "second" island or
island grouping geographically separated from the
"first" DXCC country under Point 2(a). For the second
island or island grouping to qualify, at least a 500mile separation of open water from the first is
required, as well as meeting the 225-mile requirement
of (a) from the "parent". For any subsequent
island(s) to qualify, the 500-mile separation would
again have to be met. The precludes, for example,
using the 225-mile measurement for each of several
islands from the parent country to make several DXCC
countries.
Point 3, SEPARATION BY ANOTHER DXCC COUNTRY
(a) Contiguous land mass: Where a country, such
as that covered by Point 1, is totally separated by an
intervening DXCC country into two areas which are at
least 75-miles apart, two DXCC countries result. This
straight line measurement is made at the closest
point, and may include inland lakes and seas (that are
part of the country) in the measurement.
International waters may be included in the separation
but do not contribute to the 75-mile minimum
requirement.
(b) Islands: Where two islands, of the
government under Point 1, are totally separated by an
intervening DXCC country (also under Point 1), each
island counts as a separate DXCC country. No minimum
distance is required. The test for total separation
means that a straight line cannot be draw from any
point on one island to any point on the other island
without passing through another DXCC country. This
intervening country may be part of either island,
another island, or part of a continent.
Point 4, INELIGIBLE AREAS
(c) The following do not count as a separate DXCC
country from the host country: Embassies, consulates
and extraterritorial legal entities of any nature,
including, but not limited to, monuments, offices of
the United Nations agencies or related organizations,
other intergovernmental organizations or diplomatic
mission.
SECTION III. DELETION CRITERIA
A DXCC country is subject to deletion from the
ARRL DXCC countries List if political change causes it
to cease to meet Point 1 of the Countries List
Criteria (a derivative of such change may cause it to
meet Point 2 or 3) or if it falls into Point 4 of the
criteria. Additions to and deletions from the DXCC
Countries List come about as a result of a myriad of
such political changes. Reviewing the nature of the
changes which have occurred since 1945 as they affect
DXCC, these changes can be grouped into categories as
follows:
(a) Annexation. When an area that has been
recognized as a separate country under Point 1 is
annexed or absorbed by an adjacent Point 1 country,
the annexed area becomes a deleted country. Examples:
India annexed Sikkim (AC3); China annexed Tibet (AC4);
Indonesia annexed Portuguese Timor (CHB).
(b) Unification. When two or more entities that
have been separate DXCC countries under Point 1 unite
or combine into a single entity under a common
administration, one new DXCC country is created and
two or more DXCC countries become deleted. Example:
Italian Somaliland (15) plus British Somaliland (1106)
became Somalia (60/T5).
(c) Partition. When one country is divided or
partitioned into two or more countries, one DXCC
country is deleted and two or more DXCC countries are
created. Example: French Equatorial Africa (FQ) was
deleted and replaced by Central Africa (TL), Congo
(TN), Gabon (TR), and Chad (TT). The partition
THE DX BULLETIN

Category is not employed when the original political
entity continues in some form. That is, if part of
country A splits off to form country B, the original
DXCC country A is retained and one new DXCC country
(B) is added. Example: the British Sovereign Bases
on Cyprus (2C4).
(d) Independence. Mere independence does not
result in a Countries List deletion. Examples: the
Tonga Islands, then a British protectorate (VR5), is
the same country as the present listing of the Kingdom
of Tonga (A3). Further, an entity already recognized
as a separate DXCC country is not deleted because of a
change in its independent status. Bangladesh (S2) is
the same listing as East Pakistan (AP), which was
already separate from West Pakistan by virtue of Point
3. Also, a country that merely changes its name (such
as when Upper Volta became Burkina Faso) does not
change its basic status as a DXCC country on the DXCC
Countries List.
SECTION IV. ACCREDITATION CRITERIA
1. The many vagaries of how each nation manages
its telecommunications matters does not lend itself to
a hard set of rules that can be applied across the
board in accrediting all Amateur Radio DX operations.
However, during the course of more than 40 years of
DXCC administration, basic standards have evolved in
determining whether a DX operation meets the test of
legitimate operation. The intent is to assure that
the DXCC credit is given only for contacts with
operations that are conducted appropriately in two
respects: (1) proper licensing; and (2) physical
presence in the country to be credited.
2. The following points should be of particular
interest to those seeking accreditation for a DX
operation:
(a) The vast majority of operations are
accredited routinely without any requirement for
submitting authenticating documentation.
(b) In countries where Amateur Radio operation
has not been permitted or has been suspended or where
some reluctance to license amateur stations has been
evidenced, authenticating documents may be required
prior to accrediting an operation.
(c) Some DXCC countries, even though part of a
country with no Amateur restrictions, nevertheless
require the permission of a governmental agency or
private party prior to conducting Amateur Radio
operations on territory within their jurisdiction.
Examples: Deseoheo Island (KP5), Palmyra Island
(KH5), and Kingman Reef (K115K).
3. In those cases where supporting documentation
will be required, the following should be used as a
guide as to what information may be necessary for the
ARRL Awards Committee to make a realistic judgement of
the legality of an operation:
(a) Photocopy of license or operating
authorization. If license is a non-amateur format, it
should authorize operation amateur radio frequencies
(not necessarily all) and not be restrictive to
geographical points of communications. Example: Use
of amateur radio frequency only authorized between
country "A" and country "B".
(b) Contract agreements with governments.
(c) Photocopy of passport entry and exit stamps.
(d) For islands, a landing permit and/or signed
statement of the transporting ship's, boat's, or
aircraft's captain showing all pertinent data such as
date, place of landing, etc.
(e) For some locations where special permission
is known to be required to gain access, evidence of
this permission having been given is required.
-end(A well-prepared and carefully-considered
document. Some analysis in future issues. -ed)
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CLUB NEWS
FROM THE EDITOR Things have been fairly quiet in CDXC recently, and 525
has seen very little activity, at least in the Thames Valley. However,
I expect this to change soon with the forthcoming KH1, KH5 and KH5K
DXpeditions. Take a look at the diary, printed elsewhere in this
newsletter, for the latest info. on dates.

welcome this time to new members David Whitaker and Tom, GW3AHN. Both
are very well known for their activities in the world of DX and CDXC is
indeed fortunate to have them in our ranks. My apologies for missing
G3VKw and G3YMC's calls from the membership list last time, and for
typing G4SVB's call as G3SVB.
The biggest news on the DX Scene recently has been in connection with
the DXCC Awards Programme. As well as having a resurrected country by
way of Western Sahara (SO, ex-EA9), there are several new DXCC awards
to look forward to and an end to the speculation about where DXCC might
be going.
Please make a note of the Annual Review Meeting in May. This will be
preceded by a Committee meeting on April 18th, so if you have any
burning topics for discussion it would be worth getting them to a
committee member in early April.
As I write this, preparations are in-hand for a Multi-Single operation
in the WPX SSB Contest from the LJF QTH. The callsign will be GB4CDX in
order to publicise the group. Operators will include G3OZF, G4JVG,
G4FAM, G4BUO, G3ZAY, G3XTT and G4LJF. We aim to discover whether the
new LJF antenna farm is all Ian cracks it up to be!
Please note Ian's comments in his piece about the Countries' Wanted
List. I will aim to re-issue it in a new format for the next
newsletter, and would welcome any input before then, plus any
corrections to the information I published last time.
That's about it from your editor. As I said last time, deadline for the
MOMinext newsletter is 7th May to avoid my holiday. Yes, I'm afraid I
will be in EA6 when the Annual Meeting takes place, but if we are lucky
the newsletters may be ready to hand out on the day. I am still looking

for someone to take over the editorship (I only took it on on a
mark-time basis when Bren gave it up), so do step forward at the Annual
Meeting if you can help.
73 de Don,

G3XTT

FROM THE CHAIRMAN, G3GIQ Spring is almost here, those who suffered the

effects of the great wind are almost back to normal, and we are no
doubt thinking about those outside amateur radio jobs which cry for
attention in what for most of us is a limited amount of spare time.
In a few weeks the CDXC AGM will be upon us, so may I on behalf of the
Committee, prevail upon you all to spare a little more of
your diminishing spare time to consider the club, where it has got to
and where you would like to see it go. Happily, we have increased our
membership and through the efforts of a few, have a news sheet
appreciated by all. Many of us keep in touch with each other on a day
to day basis on one or other of the VHF bands, but is this enough to
justify calling ourselves a club? Is there anything else that the
membership wants out of our association, bearing in mind of course that
they will have to contribute as well as receive. Maybe most of you are
happy as we are. Your Committee will look forward to hearing your views
on these matters at the forthcoming AGM.
In view of the great competitive spirit which seems to be imbued in
most members, would there for instance be a demand for some inter club
challenge, to run say for one year in the form of a DX table or
something similar? Perhaps we have enough tables and competitions
already, and some lateral thinking is needed to stimulate club
activity. Looking forward to seeing you all and hearing your ideas at
the meeting.
Henry, G3GIQ

MEMBERS NEWS

From Roger, G3LQP: Not much news to give you this month. Despite

requests in last month's newsletter, no photographs received for the
CDXC albums. Would appreciate some response from members.
Had a pleasant week's vacation in EA8 last month to get "away from it
all". On arrival at the hotel and looking up towards the top of the
hill overlooking the hotel stood a 3-element beam, which turned out to
be EA8ALW. Didn't get on the sir from there, but it just proves it's
near impossible to get away from DXing!
It's good to meet old friends on the bands after many years. Called
CI8C in the ARRL DX Contest, only to find out that it was Garth
Hamilton, ex-5H3LV/VE3EUP, on the microphone. Garth checked in on a
regular basis in to the Commonwealth Net 1969/1973. It was good to see

SECTION I. BASIC RULES
[same as previous plus:]
(f) 80 Meter: Contacts must be made on 80 meters
since November 15, 1945.
4 (g) 40 Meter: Contacts must be made on 40 meters
si ne November 15, 1945.
(h) 10 Meter: Contacts must be made on 10 meters
since November 15, 1945.
(1) Five-Band DXCC (SBDXCC): The 58DXCC
certificate is available to those amateurs who submit
written proof of having made two-way communications
with 100 or more DXCC countries on each of 5 bands
since January 1, 1969. This DXCC award is endorsable
for additional bands. (10/18/24 MHz not acceptable at
this time.)...
(m) Honor Roll: Attaining the DXCC Honor Roll
represents the pinnacle of DX achievement:
Mixed - to qualify, you must have a total
confirmed country count that places you among the
numerical top ten DXCC countries total on the current
DXCC Countries List (example: if there are 318
current DXCC countries, you must have at least 309
countries confirmed).
Phone - same as Mixed.
CW - to qualify, you must have a total
confirmed country count equal to the atation(s) with
the highest confirmed CW count or among those between
one (1) and nine (9) less than that total.
To establish the number of DXCC country credits
needed to qualify for the Honor Roll, the maximum
possible number of current countries available for
credit is published monthly in QST. First-time Honor
Roll members are recognized monthly in QST. Complete
Honor Roll standings are published annually in QST,
usually in the June issue. See DXCC Notes in QST for
specific information on qualifying for this Honor Roll
standings list. Once you are recognized on this list
or in a subsequent monthly update of new members, you
retain your Honor Roll standing until the next

standings list is published. In addition, Honor Roll
members are recognized in bold print in the DXCC
Annual List (usually published in the December issue
of QST) for those who have been listed in the previous
Honor Roll listing or have gained Honor Roll status in
a subsequent monthly listing.
01 Honor Roll: To qualify for a Mixed or Phone
Number One plaque, you must have worked every country
on the current DXCC Countries List. On CW, you must
have the highest number of country credits given to
any station. Write the DEC Desk for details....
4. Confirmation data for two-way communications
(i.e., contacts) must include the call signs of both
stations, the country, mode, and date, time and
frequency.
5. Endorsement stickers for affixing to
certificates or pins will be awarded as additional
DXCC credits are granted. For the Mixed, Phone, CW,
RTTY, and 10-Meter DXCC, these stickers are in exact
multiples of 25, i.e., 125, 150, etc., between 100 and
250 DXCC countries; in multiples of 10 between 250 and
300, and in multiples of 5 above 300 DXCC countries.
For 160-Meter, 80-Meter, 40-Meter, 6-Meter, 2-Meter,
and Satellite DXCC, the stickers are in exact
multiples of 10 starting at 10 and multiples of 5
above 200. Confirmations for DXCC countries may only
be submitted for credits in increments that will at
least bring the new total up to the next endorsement
level....
13. Each DXCC applicant must stipulate that
he/she has observed all DXCC rules as well as all
pertinent governmental regulations established for
amateur radio in the country or countries concerned
and agrees to be bound by the decisions of the ARRL
Awards Committee. Decisions of the ARRL Awards
Committee regarding interpretations of the rules here
• February/1 1988 TDXB
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printed or later amended shall be final....
SECTION II. COUNTRIES LIST CRITERIA
When an area in question meets at least one of
the following three points, it is eligible as a
separate country listing for the DXCC Countries List.
These criteria address considerations by virtue of
Government [Point 1] or geographical separation
[Points 2 and 3], while Point 4 addresses ineligible
areas. All distances are given in statute miles.
Point 1, GOVERNMENT
An independent country or nation-state having
sovereignty (that is, a body politic or society united
together, occupying a definite territory and having a
definite population, politically organized and
controlled under one exclusive regime, and engaging in
foreign relations--including the capacity to carry out
obligations of international law and applicable
international agreements) constitutes a separate DXCC
country by reason of Government. This may be
indicated by membership in the United Nations (UN).
However, some nations that possess the attributes of
sovereignty are not members of the UN, although these
nations may have been recognized by a number of UNmember nations. Recognition is the formal act of one
nation committing itself to treat an entity as a
sovereign state. There are some entities that have
been admitted to the UN that lack the requisite
attributes of sovereignty and, as a. result, are not
recognized by a number of UN-member nations.
Other entities which are not totally independent
may also be considered for separate DXCC Country
status by reason of Government. Included are
Territories, Protectorates, Dependencies, Associated
States, and so on. Such an entity may delegate to
another country or international organization a
measure of its authority (such as the conduct of its
foreign relations in whole or in part, or other
functions such as customs, communications or
diplomatic protection) without surrendering its
sovereign status. DXCC country status for such an
entity is individually considered, based on all the
available facts in the particular case. In making a
reasonable determination as to whether a sufficient
degree of sovereignty exists for DXCC purposes, the
following characteristics (list not necessarily allinclusive) are taken into consideration:
a) Membership in specialized agencies of the UN,
such as the International Telecommunication Union
(ITU).
b) Authorized use of ITU-assigned call sign
prefixes.
c) Diplomatic relations (entering into
international agreements and/or supporting embassies
and consulates), and maintaining a standing army.
d) Regulation of foreign trade and commerce,
customs, immigration and licensing (including landing
and operating permits), and the issuance of currency
and stamps.
Point 2, SEPARATION BY WATER
An Island or group of islands which is part of a
DXCC country established by reason of Government,
Point 1, is considered a separate DXCC country under
the following conditions:
a) The island or islands are situated off shore,
geographically separated by a minimum of 225-miles of
open water from a continent, another island or group
of islands that make up any part of the "parent" DXCC
country.
For an additional island or islands to qualify as
an additional separate DXCC country or countries, such
must qualify under Point 2(b).
THE DX BULLETIN

The recommended DXCC Rules have been coordinated
with the ARRL headquarters staff and represent a
.;opposite of the DXAC and staff efforts with the DXAC
position prevailing in the attached version. The DXAC
surveys reflect that the DXers want single band DXCCs
and a 5BDXCC endorsable by additional bands as they
become available and unrestricted, such as the new
WARC bands.
The DXAC recommends single band additions to the
rules along with a proposed start date. The
headquarters staff does not agree, arguing that the 80
and 40 meter single band DXCC serves only the "Old
Timers" and provides little or no incentive for the
new amateurs. Our surveys show just the opposite.
The Honor Roll members do not want the single band
DXCC, but the younger amateurs do.
The DXAC recommends that the start date of all
new single band DXCCs be November 15, 1945, so that
those who have worked a lifetime to attain their
present position will not be penalized. This is also
consistent with the negative position most DXers take
with regard to a fresh start of anything related to
Prpmier Weekly Amateur Rack Pubricatior
DXing. The lingering bitterness over the start date
of the DXCC-CW award is a good example. The
headquarters staff does not agree with the DXAC on
this issue.
The headquarters staff believes that the DXAC
Accreditation Criteria is too detailed in a couple of
instances. The DXAC position is that the
accreditation part of the DXCC Rules has caused more
[The DX Advisory Committee has completed its
bad press for the League than all the rest of the
Special Study of the DEC, as directed by the ARRL
rules combined. We believe that the better informed a
Board of Directors in July, 1986. The following are
DXer is, the less likely his/her DX operation will be
selections from the cover letter to the Board from
disallowed, and the less likely that there will be bad
DXAC Chairman John Parrott W4FRU, and the major
press for the ARRL. The DXAC stands by its
changes in the DXCC rules. The report was accepted by
recommended version.
the Board at its regular January 1988 meeting. -ed.]
The DXAC recognizes that implementing all of the
DXAC recommendations may increase the DXCC manager's
To: ARRL Board of Directors:
workload, and additional help may be required unless a
The cliche "If it ain't broke, don't fix it,"
workload offset can be arranged. One area which
became the battle cry of the DX community worldwide
should be explored with the view of reducing costs of
when it became know that the DXAC was studying the
DXCC management is the present processing mechanism
possibility of restructuring the DXCC program. The
for the new DXCC member. There is an extravagant
message we received was loud and clear; add a few more
waste of time and effort at the DXCC Desk, counting
awards, clarify and simplify some of the rules, but
the initial 100 OSL cards for the basic DXCC award.
don't change the basic program - just fine tune it.
This task would be performed by volunteers, as is the
To simplify this report, the DXAC recommendations
case
with some other ARRL awards. There is a
are contained in a new set of DXCC rules attached
perception that the integrity of the DXCC would be in
hereto. Among other things, the DXAC is recommending
jeopardy if the basic DXCC card count was conducted by
a revision to the present DXCC Rules format, a new
anyone other than the DXCC Desk representative. In my
country criteria and a deletion criteria under the
judgement, this attitude is ludicrous and without
provision of reference 2, an expanded accreditation
merit.
criteria and general "wordsmithing" to pull it all
The DXAC recommends that the Membership
together into a simple and easily understood set of
Communications Service Manager be requested to explore
rules.
the merits of utilizing designated Volunteer
Preparatory to writing these new rules, the DXAC
Verification Specialist (QSL card counters) for
studied the data obtained from approximately 1500
applicants of the basic DXCC Award. In time, and for
opinion polls, individual letters, alternate DX
monetary reasons, we may have to employ a different
programs, including the Law of the Sea per reference
verification mechanism for DXCC awards. If volunteers
3, comments from members of other National Radio
are incorporated into the system at this time, it may
Societies and committee participation in hamfest,
well offset additional costs which could accrue as a
hamventions and other meetings of DXers. Many worthy
result of adapting (sic] the DXAC recommendations, and
recommendations were considered and discarded because
they were not practical to implement or manage. Other at the same time provide experience for further
decentralization of the DXCC Awards program at some
majority recommendations, such as dropping or shelving
future date.
DXCC Countries that have been inactive for long
The DXAC recommends that the Board of Directors
periods of time, were considered as not being in the
approve
the attached DXCC Rules, which were
best interest of the DXCC program. A majority of
unanimously adapted (sic] by the DXAC, and make them
DXers also feel that some countries should be deleted
effective July 1, 1988.
from the Countries List. The committee could not find
(s) John H. Parrott, Jr. W4FRU
a simple solution to this issue without decimating the
Chairman, DX Advisory Committee
Countries List; therefore, we do not recommend any
deletions at this time. However, by and large, the
[Most
of the changes to the DXCC rules follow on
DXAC acceded to the wishes of the DX community in what
the next two pages. Ellipses (...) indicate unchanged
the DXCC program and Countries List should include and
rules or minor wording changes. -ed.1
how it should be conducted.
Page
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SPECIAL REPORT

DXCC

him again. He sends his 73 to old G friends.
Next month, starting 23rd April, Palmyra should be activated. The bad
news received this week is that Jan, DJ8NK, will not be on the
expedition. Talking with him this week, he says computer predictions
indicate the best opening for Gs is around 0800 and 1700 every day, on
14MHz of course!
Finally, another request to support the CDXC 80-metre net, 3773+/- 1100
clock time every Sunday. And this week a present arrived from an old
friend VK3CIT - a copy of "Spy Catcher" - highly recommended!
73 de Roger, G3LQP

THE DXNS CALENDAR (Tnx G4DY0)

till Mar 31
till Apr?
till Apr 20
till. June
till Jun 15
till Jun 30
Mar ?
Mar
Mar
Mar
till Apr 4
till Apr 4
till Mar 30
till Apr 6
till Mar 30
till Mar 30
till Mar 31
till Mar 30
Mar 27-Apr 4
Mar 28-30
Mar 29-Apr 5
Mar 30-Apr 15
Apr ??
Apr 1-3
Apr 1-6
Apr 1-May 1

YASME in YB
Pacific by DL1VU
ZK1XG by G3MCN
S.Orkney VPBBNC
C18 pfx by VEs
BTO stations
KH4 by NY6M
Y88POL starts
3X0A/A
P4 by A16V
GB75DXN by G4DY0
CT3EU by G3PFS
KH8 by 4X6TT
KH1 by HIDXA
GB5C0 EU-08
AA4VK/C6A
FO by DL4MBE
Juba Is. by T5GG
AF-18 IH9/IT9JKY
JA2NQG/WH2/KH2
S79 by W2PN
ZK1/2 A35 by 4X6TT
1S by JAs ??
STORIM Tidra Is
EU-28 I4ALU/IA5
V47KJI by W2BJI

Apr 2-3
SP DX Contest
EU-64 by FV8NDX
Apr 2-3
VE8XN/CI8XN ?
Apr 5-16
Apr 6
YL Activity Day
Israel ARC Contest
Apr 9
Alabama QSO Party
Apr 9-10
Conn. QSO Party
Apr 9-11
DX-NA YL SSB Ctsl
Apr 13-15
Apr 15-20
KH6 by 4X6TT
Apr 16-17
Georgia QSO Party
Apr 16-17
IBM QSO Party
Apr 23-29
Palmyra
AS-12 by JI6KVR
Apr 23-24
Apr 23-24
Helvetia Contest
Apr 23-24
N.Carolina QSO Pty
Dayton DX Dinner
Apr 29
V21AJI by W2BJI
Apr 29-30
TN ??
Apr. late
Apr 30-May ? Kingman Reef
Apr 30-Jun 30 SX1RAAG
3v by IX1BZO ?
May
YL Activity Day
May 6
DK9FE/OY
May 8-27
T32 by F6EXV
May 11-18
USSR CQ-M Ctst
May 14-15
May 14-15 Utah QSO Party

Band conditions have been improving recently, with K112 coming through
on 10-metres last weekend, so with any luck those KH1 and KH5
operations shouldn't be too difficult to crack. I look forward to
seeing them disappear from the CDXC Wanted List!

Amateur

Radio and GW3CDP.

9

February 1988.

CDXC Newsletter.
In 1938, persueded my Father_ to spend O. ( 3 weeks wages) on a Bush
3 band short wave and LW , MW.
This was the start of my teenage listening and the joy's of the SOAIRch
Joining the RAF as a Wireless opr/ Mach DO help
towards my future
amateur radio activities.
Being posted to the far east also helped because when the war ended and
the Mobile signal unit to which I belong was split up )
I had the luck
to be posted to Bhopal,
"YES" that BHOPAL ....
There I met up with Flt Sgt Partridge , a pre war Q8 and who informed
me one evening that the amateur bands were open again.
IC and 20 metres were alive mid 1946 and as "Birdie" was due for repat,
I through a contact in the Bhopal State Admin ( Never mind wtio) obtained an
interview with the Director of Communications and to cut a long story short,
had my VU2QY licence in 3 days.
I modified a 1154 with a_ small spetch amp , AR88 It% and the Station aerial
system, I was on the air.
Made my first Qso on 20 CW with ZL4CK
Wilf Self in Dunedin then on to
phone.
That was quite an experience, could not stop shaking, anyway , managed to _
contact VU2GB, Gerry Ballintine , Police Inspector at a place called Dongri.
After that it was easy, Made regular Qso's with G50V in Cambridge, but
never a GW. Each evening I listened_ to GW3AX Stan in Swansea talking with
GW4CC but they never heard my calls.
7/e had a daily net on 20 were A04YU, AC3SS, XZ2GT, PK4HB, and many others
ragchewed for a couple hours daily.
Then home and demob, and walking thrtugh my village that first day home for
Couple of dipoles, none other than
3 years plus , what did I spy
Ex Indian Army who for
Captain
G73ASW Cyril Mountjoy... Sorry
the whole period of my VU activity had tried to find a VU QSO. Such is life.
For the next 20 years I was very active on AM and now for the sad bit...
In 1967 whilst I was away at a rugby international in France, the roof
of my shack blew off and all my gear and worst still my QSL cards were in
the rain until I returned home to a soggy mass. ZA, YA, XZ , VS9 all_ gone
and a special VSi card who will be the proof that the cards did exist.
Roger Brown will be my witness.
Went commercial in 1970 and with a KW SSB rig and a Hone Brew G4ZU, I
started again and at present I have 306 confirmed SSB .
With my QRP rig ( Sorry, thats another Gil) I can only wait on expeditions
and push my score up on 40 & 80.
When I visited the convention in Dayton a few years ago and staying at the
Dayton/an. Hotel, a young lady of the night asked if I would like a nice
There was I in the company of Henry G3GIQ , Rick VO2CW, XEIRK Morris
time
Frank TONX and others. No way could I be having a better time, so I took
the young lady on one side and _explained about our Willy. Its quite possible
THATS' AMATEUR RADIO
that she is licenced now
I have never lost my enthusiasm for the hobby , be it pile ups, lists, nets
or rag chews, each his own thing, thats what our hobby is all about.
May it long continue
See you in the pile ups Girls & Boy's,
73s and all the good stuff,

.V A. LA

„,
1)/

CDXC ANNUAL REVIEW MEETING SUNDAY 15th MAY 2.30 p.m.
Hutts Farm Blagrove Lane Wokingham Berks
Tel
(If you can, please bring a chair)

DIRECTIONS
Make your way to Wokingham Station.(If you are approaching
from the town centre, proceed down the main street in the
direction of Reading. The road will narrow and drop down a hill
by the Council Offices. Fork left at the mini roundabout, and you
will go down the hill to the station level crossing.
Go straight across and continue down the Barkham Road. The
road dips by a turning called Molly Hiller's Lane.
(On your
left).Carry Straight On. The road climbs, and you will come to
the 40 MPH signs. About 300 yards further on, Blagrove Lane is
the turning on the left.(It is opposite a protruding brick wall,
and on the corner is a sign saying Folly Court, and G.D.B.A.
Turn left into Blagrove Lane, and follow it past the housing
estate. The lane will then narrow and snake around a few bends Be Careful! You will shortly come to a fork with a small grass
triangle in the middle, which is outside the front gate of Hutts
Farm. Fork right into Doles Lane and park around the far side of
the house.
I will monitor 144.525 ..if all

else fails, give a call?

17 Elmhow Geove,
Hawkley Halt,
WIGAN,
Lancazhite,
WN3 SRQ.
Jim, largely through subscriptions from new members.
Match 12th 1988.
Jim sent me a letter of thanks the other day and would like me
to pass along both best wishes and thanks to all members for
their contribution. Jim hope to see us all when he passes through
London on his way to Sao Tome in mid summer. At the time of
writing, he expects to be QRV from Baker & Howland on March 24th.
We have recently acquired our first SWL into our membership. I
am sure that David Whitaker, BRS 25429 needs no introduction to
the group, other than to say a very warm welcome David. I do not
know which few countries, if any, you need, but perhaps you could
drop G3XTT a note so that you could be included in the 'wants
list'. We would also like to here from you on your aspect of the
hobby, and about the beefs you must have from ops who don't QSL!
I also wrote a letter on behalf of the Club to the South
African Government expressing our regret that they had refused to
grant permission for a ZS8 expedition. I hope you did too as per
the last News Letter. Predictably, my letter went unanswered, but
at least the powers that be are aware that those outside of the
Republic are showing concern at the lack of activity from Marion
Island.
I shall be trying a new adventure on April 11th. I have been
asked to help sail a 35' trimaran from the Philippines up to Hong
Kong! We will have a 50W Racal military type HF transceiver on
board, although I am not sure what antennas we will have, but if
you do hear a MM in that area, please listen carefully, as we
might be needing help!
Following my leave, I have a further trip to Mauritius, so I
will be following up my application for permission to operate
from Agalega in October. The Minister of Information promised an
audience with the PM next time down, so fingers crossed. (The
appearance yesterday of a 3B9 station was most encouraging).
On the subject of the 'wants list', Don and I have been
discussing its presentation. I feel that it should be a separate
sheet of paper to the News Letter that can be pinned up in the
shack, and that it must include members telephone numbers
including the STD code. Don has agreed to this, but if you have
any further ideas, then we would be pleased to consider them.
We are also getting near to the next Annual review meeting, so
again, if you have any points that you would like to raise,
please either put them in writing for inclusion on the agenda,
and if you possibly can, please attend the meeting. As suggested
last year, it has been agreed that the meeting will be held at my
QTH at Wokingham, which will reduce the traveling time for those
to the west.

Dealt Alt,
Just a few notes as an update of my exploits of working the DX ftom the fact lane
of the M6 motokway.It would now appear that I have driven something like 750000
miles since going HF mobile in 1982.Atthough it's the dame FT707 I've got through
a few motor cake and log bootie.
Despite John Attoway's comment in 'Radcom' there have been no claims to me for the
record foe IN operation ()tom the UK however I wokked a VE7 a month ago who said
that he had wokked 258 counttiez white mobile.
Well 1988 has beenkind to me zo foe with six all-.time new countries viz. 5V FT5Z
NP J5 PYOF and W,theze coupled with everyone's Christmas present of P4 and the
FR and 9Q worked in the CQW& SS8 bkings my wokked total mobile to 219.7 must admit
to an eeeoe previously that my score in the November CDXC Newsletter showed have
been 210 not 211(just in cane anyone Le counting).Anyway if F21D/A6 i.a legitimate
it is 220 but he stilt needy documentation foe DKCC approval.
Recently my second batch of QSL cards attived safety back (tom Newington to give a
200 endorsement to my DKCC.It's a pity that there i.e not kecognision for 'mobiles'.
In the tazt few months I have received cards ftom 5V7 9148 9Q CX FR FY HKg P4
SY TZ and YVO bringing my confirmed total Iodate to 209 except that the FR/FSQT
card has been &ejected by the DXCC Desk because it did not show the island (tom
which he was operating 40 I will have to try foe a card (torn FR5:9Xp iv only other F7:!
Apakt ('torn recent new countkiez I stilt need cards from UG,UH,UJ and YS all of which
have been outstanding foe some yoaks despite kegulak contacts with the t(inzt three.
I have mizzed quite a bit of DX of late such as A15 KP1 VK9L ZL9 and the only
contact with Amirt waz (tom his operation at VK3MO's (59++!!).He sent his tegatdz to
alt out members and thanked Ian G4LJF foe his hospitality.
By the way Ian I heard you on 16th Febtuaky on 21 Mhz at 1200 but you did not heat
me,nevek mind I've worked you as VS6GX befote.
Hakd luck Mike G4IUF on only missing Mississippi. on 71 Mhz in the ARRL SSE.' found
one in the 604.M of (05ZKR on the Saturday at 1704 on 21430.It's woeth looking at
the top of the band occationatly Hi! How on eaeth does anyone find WYOMING,' used
to think Montana was the tate one,that i4 now quite common but I have only heard
Wyoming once and was lucky enough to wokk it.That was about five yeatz ago.
So I had better sign as I am going to watch Wigan alaughtee Salford in the semi-final
of the Silk Cut Challenge Cup.That'a Rugby League foe the benefit of the Southerners
Beading this.' will zee the kW at the final at Wembtey,maybe.
All the beat of luck to you in the WPX at the end of the month.
73 and Good OXing,

I hope to see you here. 73 es gd dx.

Alan
G4NXG

101 Allt-yr-yn Road
NEWPORT
Gwent
NP9 5EF

TUE SECILETAITIES NOTEPAD
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CDXC Newsletter
Don Field G3XTT

Hello everyone. I trust you are all well and enjoying the
excellent conditions that we seem to be enjoying at the moment.
(As I write this I am listening to W8GIO booming in on 10 meters,
whilst ZD8, 5T, PYO, CE, CX, LU, & 9Y are all audible at the
moment!)

Apologies for not contributing to the last newsletter. No real excuse, just
the fact I missed the deadline!
I was amazed to hear of the problems that Ian had with Western Electronics,
my particular winter storm damage (having to replace a Ham IV rotator that had
sheered it 's mounting plate) pales into insignificance compared to his
problems!
Spent a very enjoyable evening last week in the company of Gary , W9XT from
Wisconsin who was in the U.K. on business. He writes a column in the NCJ
(National Contest Journal) to which I subscribe and it was interesting to
exchange views on the contest scene from both sides of the Atlantic. To be
honest, contest operating is a far more satisfying exercise these days than
just DXing, what with the proliferation of nets and lists and other cliques
that seem to abound. Mention was made a few months back of a possible "Code of
Ethics" for CDXC members, perhaps now would be a time to propose such
guidelines with number one being 'no lists!"
Thanks to those CDXC members who do come on in contests and give out reports,
especially Bill G4ADD, who always has a good signal in the South on the HF
bands and Alan G4NXG/M who must have a tribander on his car roof, hi!
The two metre channel is alive and well still in the South West. At peak times
there can easily be eight or nine people actively exchanging DX information. I
understand I 'am often well received (1) in the home counties but often not
reciprocated due to power differentials, hi! The 100 watts really is necessary
to reach parts of the far West and it 's unfortunate that there is some spill
over towards the East.
Could well be adding to the armoury on HF with a 6 element 10m beam in the
offing to complement the TH5, the plan being to have the monobander fixed to
the side of the tower and aimed either stateside or towards JA for contest
work.
That 's about it for this time, hope to catch you in the WPX, regards to all

73,

Perhaps I am over reacting after being effectively GIRT for
five months, but what ever, it's great to be back! Yes the new
antennas are here from the States, and the tower is finally up,
after a few last minute hitches.
I hate to say this but Western sent the wrong hoist cable
section twice, and then when I finally did a test wind up of the
tower, on retraction, the cross struts of the new top section,
which were rubbing against the hoist rope, peeled the cable off
its pulley, causing it to jam at its one third retracted
position!
A very delicate situation, but I managed to tilt the whole
darn lot over and free it up again! Hopefully with the extra
weight of the antennas on the tower, the cable will stay on the
pulley next time!
A few observations that might be helpful to those testing
their antennas. When I first did an SWR plot on the KT34A which
is a 4 element tribander, the curve showed the antenna to be
resonant at 14430 on 20M! The thought of taking it down again and
going through the nausea of trying to tune it was not a welcome
one, especially as it would have meant removing the 40M beam to
get at it!
Whilst studying the instruction manual to see what I could
have done wrong, I noticed a reminder that SWR should only be
measured with the minimum of apparatus in the line. So I removed
the amplifier, which was of course off, and also the two coax
switches, and lo and behold, the plot was almost identical to the
KLM specification. Elementary perhaps, but easily overlooked.
The feeding on the 3 el 40M beam has been updated to a balun
with a twin feeder section. It seems to be working very well, and
I am amazed at how strong the JA's are right now. I even heard
Amir (T25TT) last night on 40, but unfortunately he OSY'd to top
band before I could nab him, but I did get him on 20 the last
night through a tough wall of W's. It was very hard going though.
On to Club matters. You may remember that in the last News
Letter I said that we had donated some money to the ZL9
operation, and that it was a pity that we could not give
something towards Jim Smith's trip to KH1. Well Jack pulled the
rabbit out of the hat, and we were able to find E60 to send to

eirgazezn we cum
agreed proportion of club funds as a safe guard, and that the
amount given should be further agreed by Committee. If for no
other reason than the above, it was agreed that the Committee
must operate to an agreed budget. The Treasurer was charged to
produce a budget of sorts for the first meeting of the new
Committee.

Ammended Minutes Of Annual Review Meeting May 23rd 1966
At 0TH of Roger Brown 631.1:1P

G3XTT undertook to take over the "Wants List" from G3YJI.
Annual
Subscription 87/88. This was fixed at E5 with the
reservation that a minor change could take place should the
proposed budget deem it necessary.
Closure G3GIQ thanked G3XTT for his excellent and comprehensive
newsletter, and was pleased to note his willingness to continue
his efforts. Further he thanked G3LQP and Beryl for their
excellent hospitality to those members present.
G4LJF offered the venue of his 8TH for the the next Annual Review
Meeting sometime next May, this being more convenient for those
members from the West Country, than Central London.
G2DMR took over the 'books' from G3YJI, and the Chairman closed
the meeting at 3.45p.m.

G2DMR - Retiring Secretary

The meeting was opened at 1.30 p.m. by the Chairman, Roger Brown
G3LQP. The following were present: G3L8P Chairman, G3YJI
Treasurer, G2DMR Secretary, GW4BLE, GW4BKG, G4FAM, G3KMA Vice
President, G3GIQ President, G3RUR, G3XTT, G3ZTM, G4LJF, G4PEO,
G3ZAY, G3COJ.
Apologies were received from: G3BRG, G3YMC, G3NOB, G3FKM,
1.
G3NOF, G3OFW, G3OZF, G3VKW, G3VIE, G4GED, G4ADD, GM3YOR.
2.
The Minutes of the Annual Review meeting of the 19th July
1986, which had been distributed previously
by post, were
proposed by G3XTT, and seconded by G4PEO. The proposal to accept
the Minutes as read was carried.
3.
Matters Arising. G3YJI inquired as to what had been done
regarding point 6(e)-"Code Of Ethics". The Chairman relplied that
circumstances during the year were such that little if any
attention had been given to the matter.
4
Chairman's Address.
The Chairman said that poor DX
conditions had diminished club members activity substantially to
the extent that '.525' was as good as lost as the communications
channel,and he hoped that the expected increase in activity would
recover the situation within the year. The drive for new
membership had been fairly successful, with eight new members
joining within the last year.
He said that support for social events had fallen somewhat, which
had nearly caused an embarrassing situation with the Management
at the Xmas event at Barnaby's Carvery.
Both he and the Secretary represented the membership at the
funeral of our deceased member and friend G3JEQ.
The Chairman then referred to our support for 'New Country"
expeditions, in particular the 3Y Peter 1st Island, which was
donated £50.
He hoped that his successor as Chairman would enjoy an upsurge in
membership activity as DX conditions improved, allowing the club
to resume its position in the forefront of the DX fraternity
worldwide.
In closing he recommended that the Committee be substantially
increased in number so that the affairs of the club could be more
successfully expanded and smoothly run. He thought that at least

;he President, Vice President, Vice Chairman and news letter
miter should be automatically on the Committee.
?inally he thanked the Committee members who had weathered a
-ather difficult year.
Secretary's Report. He had taken over from G3HTA at the time
5.
5f the last A.R. Meeting. The immediate task was to raise the
nembership. A drive over several months resulted in 8 new members
)eing accepted and welcomed as well know Dx'ers, although some of
:hem did not meet the previous criteria, such as being in range
)f '.525' etc.. However he intended to hasten the confirmation of
nembership in all 8 cases. The new members are: DJ9ZB, G3BRD,
33FKM, G3NOB(YL), G3NOF, G3OLU, G4ADD, and G4JVG.
rhere had been 6 resignations and 1 death, thus bringing the
:urrent membership to 33. He further recommended that we continue
to seek new members, using discretion as to what qualifications
should be met.
-le apologized to the membership for the inexcusable delay
in distributing the Minutes of the 1986 meeting, but this went to
mderline his difficulties in being Secretary in not having any
typing facilities etc. (Jack passed his notes to G4LJF within one
seek of the 87 meeting, who duly typed them in his role as the
few Secretary.)
Treasurer's Report. The Income and Expenditure Statement was
5.
distributed. The Chairman asked that the Statement only should be
reported upon, and the members present indicated acceptance of
the accounts in that form. G3RUR, being the Auditor, reported
that he found the Statement, books etc all in order, and at this
point it was proposed and agreed to pass on to the next business
without further discussion of the report.
7.

Election Of Officers.

Chairman
V.Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer
Treasurer
Auditors

-

Proposed
G3GIQ
'
G3LQP
'
G4LJF
'
G3YJI
'
G2DMR
G3RUR, G3YJI

G4LJF
G3KMA
G3LQP
G3ZTM
G3L61P
Carried

Seconded G2DMR...Carried
"
G4FAM...
'
G4PEO...
"
(Not Seconded)
Seconded G3KMA...
by acclamation.

Honary Officers
- G3KMA
President
V.President - G3HTA

Proposed G3GIQ
G3KMA

Seconded G4PEO...Carried
GW4BLE..

At this point, G3KMA proposed and G3ZAY seconded that an expanded
Committee be constructed as suggested under item 4 by the
outgoing Chairman, G3LQP. This was was carried unanimously.

The Chairman Elect, Henry Lewis, G3GICI then took the Chair
General Discussion. The retiring Secretary had had no notice
8.
of any specific matters to be raised.
G4LJF deplored the lack of use of '.525', and reiterated his
comments at previous meetings that an incentive reward might
help. An annual Award such as a G3JEQ Memorial Trophy was
suggested, and the new Committee agreed to look into this idea.
G3XTT wanted input for the newsletter as a matter of course on a
continuing basis. He pointed out that all of the material for
the forthcoming newsletter bar one item was from new members, and
he wished to place on record his thanks for such a fine display
of effort.
G3XTT thought cheques should require 2 signatures out of three
signatories. G3YJI warned that delays would result, but on
balance those present accepted that this was the correct
procedure to be adopted in future.
G4FAM spoke about the way forward for the Club and suggested that
we limit our aims to the extent that we be able to carry them out
well rather than taking on too much and doing all of it badly.
G3KMA added that attention must be paid to the decision making
process, and said that previous de-formalization of the club may
have been too great, and that the now more formal Committee
should enable the Club to execute its policy more effectively.
as retiring Treasurer outlined his reasons for the
G3YJI
accounting arrangements that he had maintained with the Bank, off
setting the Bank Charges with interest from the Deposit Account.
Members felt that the financial arrangements could be left as
they were for the moment, whilst G2DMR investigated an Interest
Cheque Account, which would have no charges but would accrue
interest on the balance.
G3GIQ after mentioning his thanks to the retiring Committee
Members, felt that he should now be able to look forwards to
support from a Membership united in its resolve to forget past
differences, and a Membership that would resume the friendly
cooperation and understanding that we had previously enjoyed. He
said that he was taking over with a "clean slate".
Discussion then took place on ways to enhance the reputation of
the club. It was felt that increased membership was a priority,
and this would be a difficult task as Hams in the UK generally
show little interest in Dx' ing, regardless of the state of the
sunspot cycle. It was said that ways must be found to make
recruitment more attractive, and that a review of the "aims" of
the Club remains an item for the committee's attention.
G3KMA raised the subject of support for deserving Dx'peditions
an
from club funds. He said that donations should not exceed

